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FROM THE EDITOR

I

t was either a well-calculated bluff
or a telling miscalculation— Fidel
Castro inviting Bill Clinton to Cuba
alongside Pope John Paul II, announcing that he would not stand in the way
if the US President wished to speak to
Cubans on the virtues of democracy
and free-market capitalism. It would
have been the first time since the
island plunged into Communist despotism that such sentiments would
have been heard by Cubans; it very
well could also have been the last, if, as
pundits expect, Castro re-tightens his
choke-hold on civil liberties as soon as
“Juan Pablo II” hops on his Alitalia
flight back to Vatican City.
For whatever reason— too tied up
with the work of the country, too tied
up with a new mistress— President Bill
chose not to visit Cuba. Hey, you’d do
the same. Alas, we can only imagine
what such a speech by Bill Clinton
might look like:
“Premiere Castro, Pope John Paul,
ladies and gentlemen of Cuba, my fellow Americans who could not be with
us today: I come to bury capitalism, not
to praise it.
(Wait for applause)
“Your great leader and my good
friend Fidel Castro asked me to speak
to you about the free market. I told him
I’d rather talk about football. But he
said, ‘No, no, no, Bill, you guys sort of
won the Cold War, so you may as well
gloat.’ Then he cleared his throat and
said, ‘I’d really like it if you could
focus your talk on free trade between
nations, voluntary exchange, you know,
that kind of thing. Think trade, Bill.
Trade.’
“Well, I’m as happy as a hog in
dump to have the opportunity to address all of you today. You know, Cuba
was always my favorite Soviet satellite. But it’s quite a daunting task I’ve
been given, to speak on this subject to
a group of people who’ve been taught
nothing about capitalism all their lives.

It all reminds me of that time I was
asked to speak to a group of American
public school students. But that’s another story.
“Capitalism was invented in 1949
by Harriet Tubman under the supervision of the McDonald’s Corporation.
After being approved by the FDA in
1978 but being almost-unanimously
condemned as racist by the United
Nations, it was briefly mentioned in a
New York Times Magazine cover story
about the workers’ revolution.
“But capitalism is about more than
dollars and cents. It’s about cooperation. It’s about compassion. It’s about
big government.
“A lot of people think the United
States should serve as an economic
example to the entire world. I can’t
help but agree. From Medicare to the
National Endowment for the Arts, from
Social Security to public television,
from the graduated income tax to the
National Popcorn Board, from welfare
block grants to the Post Office, America
has long been a shining beacon of freemarket capitalism.
“Ladies and gentlemen, a few years
ago I had a dream. It was a modest
dream. I asked Congress to pass the
Health Security Act that my lovely
wife, Hillary, spent thousands of manhours and millions upon millions of
taxpayer dollars to concoct. I only
wanted each and every American to
receive medical care of the same quality that all of you right here in Cuba
enjoy.
“In conclusion—”
(Wait for applause)
“Capitalism is as fun as an incontinent rooster. But if there’s anything
that my administration stands for, I can
assure you, and I’m not just saying
that, that when it comes to capitalism,
America can learn more
from your example than
you from ours.”
(Wait for applause)
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Letters
To the Editor:
Although I remain a staunch supporter of THE SOURCE, I am
deeply disturbed by the article, by Ananda Gupta, “Abort, Retry,
or Ignore?” in the December 1, 1997 issue. The article seriously
diminishes THE SOURCE’s claim to be the Journal of Conservative
Thought at Tufts University. Heretofore, THE SOURCE has been a
credible purveyor of truth and reason.
A very large wedge could be driven into the root of Mr.
Gupta’s argument, if that root could be discerned. His argument,
if he has one, if not pagan, is certainly replete with secular
humanism. Throughout his treatise, he consistently contradicts
himself; the article suffocates from lack of truth and good reason.
At one point, Mr. Gupta states that no one denies that
government ought to enforce moral principles, yet he presents a
convoluted argument that the procedure used in an abortion, not
the act itself, must pass moral muster, and that the procedure itself
is secondary to whether we ought to allow any abortions at all.
That argument is comparable to the argument, used by politicians,
that partial-birth abortion is not about whether to have an abortion
but how to have it. As in the case of other murders, the method of
destruction of human life is not the crime; it is the destruction
itself.
Mr. Gupta mentions Natural Law in a seemingly casual
manner. He states that laws against murder exist not because of the
Ten Commandments but because of the natural rights described in
the Declaration of Independence. A more thoughtful person would
perceive that both the Ten Commandments and the Declaration of
Independence have their genesis in the Natural Law. It would be
helpful if Mr. Gupta had an intellectual perception of Natural Law
which is “nothing more than the light of understanding infused by
God, whereby we understand what must be done and what must be
avoided. God gave this right and this law to man at creation.” Such
understanding, in itself, would not permit of the confused apologia
for abortion which Mr. Gupta presented (and which THE SOURCE
propagated).
The most egregious mistakes made by Mr. Gupta are in his
dissertations on the rights of “fetuses” (which has become a
dangerous euphemism for an unborn human being). “Fetuses,”
regardless of Mr. Gupta’s posturing, do have the same basic right
as all the rest of us, and that is the right to life. It is ingenuous to
place the right to life on an equal playing field as such a nongermane right as one to make a contract or to drive a car. Children
and adults do have at least one common and basic right— the right
to life. What difference does age make? What are potential
persons? Does Mr. Gupta pretend to know when a potentiality
becomes a reality? He does not seem to. Mr. Gupta says that birth
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seems a good place for the right to life to begin. This assertion is
utterly devoid of logic. The time of birth can vary from sometimes
20 to 23 weeks’ gestation to several weeks after full gestation.
Time of birth is a variable; time of conception is not; as a worldrenowned geneticist testified to a Congressional committee, in
recent years when asked when life begins, “At the beginning;
when else would it begin?” Would the right to life be denied to a
human being because its birth were outside the pale of normal
parturition? Under the same measure, in what category do we
place a viable "fetus?" ...
It is also specious to place the argument against abortion
solely in the context of what should be legal and what should not
be legal. Promiscuity is a bad example. If it should not be illegal,
then neither should prostitution. I, for one, have difficulty postulating that a prostitute is not promiscuous.
If the case for abortion is consistent and strong, Mr. Gupta’s
vacuous presentation does not make it. He might make a good start
by using “human being” instead of “fetus.”
Joseph V. Belle, E’43
Ananda Gupta replies: Mr. Belle charges my defense of abortion
with contradiction (though he does not specify it). First, nowhere
do I claim to know when the potential person becomes actual. I
argue that the right to life is analogous to other natural rights in
that it need not begin with life. Just as we are physically capable
of making contracts at ages younger than eighteen, so too might
we acquire the right to life after our lives actually begin. In that
vein, Mr. Belle asks whether the right to life would “be denied to
a human being because its birth were outside the pale of normal
parturition?” Indeed it would – yet adopting conception as a
starting point for the right to life does not solve this problem. In
an ectopic pregnancy, the fetus implants not in the uterus but in the
fallopian tubes. In that case, the woman cannot give birth without
killing both herself and the fetus. If anyone is to live, the fetus must
die having done no wrong. Finally, it’s just false that birth is any
more variable than conception, given the possibilities of miscarriage, delayed implantation, etc. One can imagine asking Mr.
Belle’s quoted geneticist when life ends, only to hear “At the end;
where else would it end?” Would we then absurdly conclude that
death always happens at the same time and under similar circumstances?
Second, even if promiscuity is a bad example of an immoral
activity that should remain legal, what of the other examples (such
as lying to friends, using profanity)? If all similar practices should
be illegal, then we should start converting Alaska into a giant
prison forthwith.
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Commentary
Mass Appeal
“You can be the principal agents of your own history.” Pope
John Paul II’s seemingly self-evident words fell on ears which
have been filled with forty years’ worth of Party-line propaganda
spouting the contrary. On his first visit to Cuba, the Supreme
Pontiff witnessed again what happens when individuals surrender their sovereignty to the State: an impoverished wasteland
whose people lack even basic rights of “expression, initiative,
and association.” Security police harass, threaten family members, and confiscate documents from suspected dissenters; they
arrest and try them in court without defense. Nine hundred
political prisoners remain in jail, and more than one hundred
human rights advocates have been arrested or subjected to
official harassment in the last six months.
In addition, the last bastion of western Communism is home
to some of the world’s highest divorce and abortion rates,
signaling a rapid decline in the family unit. This once largely
Roman Catholic population has been denied access to its religion
since Fidel Castro usurped power in 1959. The Church now
occupies a minority position on the island, banned from presenting itself publicly to society and from educating Cuban youth.
The regime has until recently rejected Latin American clergy
requests for visas needed for maintaining a ministry and refused
to allow the distribution of humanitarian assistance from abroad.
It has also denied the Church access to mass media, independent
publishing, and the right to import bibles, catechisms, missals,
and hymnals. Castro clearly hoped to exploit the papal visit as a
venue through which to pressure the US into reversing the
Helms-Burton Act, an embargo which is effectively impacting
his regime’s economy. But as il papa acknowledged, four
decades of empty materialism has beat down human dignity and
individual initiative— a tragedy which no single piece of legislation could possibly reverse. Cuba’s redemption may require an
act of God.
Good Cloning, Bad Cloning
It’s been less than a year since researchers in Scotland
unveiled Dolly the cloned sheep, but in this short time society
has taken a crash course in the advantages and perils of somatic
cell nuclear transfer— the technology that made her possible. On
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the plus side, there are the likely advances in human medicine.
Earlier this month, University of Massachusetts researchers
produced calves that were not only clones, but genetically
altered. The ultimate goal is to create a herd of identical bovines
with genetically enhanced protein-rich milk— to be used for
medicinal purposes. On the minus side, there’s Dr. Richard Seed
of Chicago, who has announced plans for a human-clone factory:
once his process is perfected, he says, he will crank out Xeroxed
babies at the rate of 15,000 a month.
What morally separates these two sorts of cloning is their
subject. Cloning animals is morally conscionable because we
have long acknowledged that their purpose is to serve mankind:
witness the workhorse, the leather jacket, and the Big Mac. At
the heart of the cloning controversy is whether society will
downgrade human beings to animal status. If Dr. Richard Seed
gets his way, humanity will become, literally, a commodity.
Conception will cease to be about creating new life, but a
eugenic effort to duplicate and imitate old. The resulting babies
(those who survive— it took several tries to clone Dolly; earlier
failed efforts were discarded) will have been created not to forge
their own identity, but to simulate someone else’s. They will
have been robbed, prior to their own conception, of a degree of
dignity, equality, and autonomy.
President Clinton’s proposed ban on human cloning is
embarrassingly inadequate. It would expire after five years and
allow for the creation and destruction of cloned embryos. In
other words, researchers could bring cloned human life into
being, so long as they snuffed it out after a few months. Clinton’s
plan does too little, but in crafting an alternative, Congress must
be careful not to do too much. Animal cloning and the cloning
of human cells, tissues, and organs, are good uses of the technology that enhance, not cheapen, human life. Cloning technology
is too valuable to do away with— but too dangerous to leave
unchecked.
A Surplus of Debt
It’s no secret that Bill Clinton deceives the American people
in more ways than his bedroom antics reveal. Though he credits
his administration with the first budget surplus since 1969, real
world accounting puts the government at a deficit of $103.9
billion. The reason has much to do with the inner workings of the
Congressional Budget Office, which considers Social Security’s

retirement and disability funds general revenues even though
they are not earmarked for general spending purposes. In FY’97,
the government collected $40.1 billion more in payroll taxes
than it doled out, which the CBO spin machine logged as a
surplus.
Although the Treasury paid $41.2 billion in interest last year
on those securities, the interest was recorded as a transfer of
funds between one part of government to another and not at
general expense. While the chief tax writer in the House,
Bill Archer, proposed to use the “surplus” to combat
the debt and lower taxes, Clinton is pushing to
add to the downward spiral of the debt through
increased spending. Not only does the president hope to expand Medicare through a $22
billion program of grants and subsidies for
child care— doubling the number of families receiving assistance— but he further
intends to lower the retirement age to 62
and to 55 for “displaced workers.”
Last year, a bipartisan group of senators, recognizing the impending Social
Security crisis, voted to increase the eligibility age for Medicare from 65 to 67.
Clearly, the Democrats will need a legacy
to run on come campaign time, but encouraging early retirement will only
drain more revenue from federal coffers. If the president has his way, his
largest legacy will become the collapse of Social Security (perhaps not
a bad thing) and the assurance that
future generations will have to pay
for this blemish on an ever-lengthening list of Clintonian follies.
The Deadbeat of
Communications
Students living in Tufts’s campus housing received a surprise in
their mailboxes last week in the form
of a notice announcing changes in
the structure and rate plan of Tufts
Connect. The changes, the result of a task
force chaired by David McDonald, dean of
information, technology, and libraries, came after a semester
of discontent from those living in doubles, triples and quads.
The new plan ostensibly allows residents more choice, with the
option to select phone and cable service independently of each
other, and provides data services free of charge to all residents.
What may seem like good news to the entire Tufts community is a slap in the face to those living in singles who paid for
phone, cable, and data services in full at the beginning of the
year. These residents will see their monthly rates double, from
$25 per month to $61.50 for the same services. Since task force
recommendations were not submitted until December 15th, after

students had already left for the break, they could not offer input
on the rate increase. Representatives from Campuslink defended
the additional charges— which came without warning— on
grounds that the TCU Senate could have chosen to void out the
old contract. True, the Senate’s decision sells out one group of
angry students for the sake of appeasing another. But that further
reflection of TCU incompetence hardly
mitigates Campuslink’s fraudulent tactics. It’s time for Jumbos to begin browsing the market for a less tyrannical
service so that they can finally disconnect from the swindlers currently tying
up the lines.
Un Lenguaje Under All
After dumping millions of dollars into
bilingual education programs, California legislators, backed by more than
two-thirds of voters, have finally recognized the error of their ways. For the
umpteenth year in a row, less than ten
percent of California’s “limited English proficient” students earned “proficient” status. Such dismal statistics,
combined with the cries of outraged
parents looking to provide their children with the most basic of tools for
future success, have prompted the creation of a ballot initiative designed to
gradually phase out the bilingual education program. The program, which
was initially designed to keep children
from falling behind in core subjects
while teaching them English, is currently faltering due to an ever-increasing flow of new immigrants as well as
a chronic shortage of native-language
teachers.
But in spite of the failures, controversy still rages over the program’s
merits. Supporters cite the Spanish
language as the keystone of the Hispanic identity, and that by denying
children the opportunity to study the language in
school, educators are encouraging students to cast off
their culture. It is a well-known fact, however, that
children will never reach fluency in a foreign language
unless placed in an environment of complete immersion. As
immigrants to the United States, these children and their families
seek more comfortable living conditions with greater opportunities than those in their homeland. By slowing the children’s
progress toward mastery of English, bilingual education threatens to destroy their opportunity to grasp the American dream and
further fracture the distinctly American culture that immigrants
from all over the world seek.
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Fortnight in Review

SM

Comedy is allied to Justice.
—Aristophanes

PS Tufts is offering an Ex-College Course on “how to think
straight, or at least show you how.” In response, TTLGBC has
filed a discrimination suit against Robyn Gittleman.
PS The President’s inability to keep it in his pants overshadowed
Pope John Paul II’s historic visit to neighboring Cuba. Then again,
Bill couldn’t stop thinking how much easier dropping his pants
would be if he was wearing one of those robes.
PS Last Sunday, the Denver Broncos pulled the upset to beat the
Green Bay Packers in Super Bowl XXXII. Huh huh. He said
Packers.

PS Top Ten Things Bubba Looks for in Babes:
10. Buck-teeth
9. Big hair
8. Big mouth
7. Smells like the pet chicken he had as a tyke
6. Ugly enough she’ll never make it to the skin mags— oops
5. As at-home in a trailer park as in his pants
4. Cheap date: 337-FAST
3. Appreciates a real champ
2. Finds his defining characteristic sexy
1. Looks nothing like Hillary

PS It seems NASA is sending politicians into space, but unfortunately not the ones on our list. In October astronaut cum Senator
John Glenn will become the oldest man in space. Scientists are
worried the space shuttle will run into difficulty if Glenn cruises
at 20 mph and forgets to turn the blinker off.

PS Kevin Costner, of Waterworld infamy, faces yet another
bomb with The Postman. Maybe it’s because the postmen in the
movie did less shooting than they do in real life.
PS Oprah stands to lose millions if Texas cattlemen win their
defamation suit against her. To make the money back, the talk
show hostess plans to sell videos entitled “Too Hot for Oprah,”
featuring Winfrey in such compromising situations as without
make-up and trying to read the books she hawks.
PS Soon-Yi Allen was seen lingering over lingerie at a posh NYC
clothing store only to end up buying a plain beige robe. Welcome
to married life, Woody.
PS President Clinton made Social Security a focus of his Tuesday
State of the Union address. After all, he’s going to need it to pay
damages to Paula Jones pretty soon.
PS Presidential spin-doctor Mike McCurry called an inquiry
about whether Clinton would resign “not a serious question.”
Clinton’s already made a mockery of everything.
PS Now that Clinton’s goose seems cooked, can we just get Bill
Richardson to come back and head up the Career Planning Center?
PS A Swiss hooker sued her pimp for unfairly confiscating ninety
percent of her hard-earned income. The court sided with the street
walker, awarding her ten of thousands— plus interest. What a trick.
PS Uma-philes around the world take note: Hollywood starlet
Uma Thurman is pregnant with über-Gen-Xer Ethan Hawke’s
love-child. It’s true: reality bites.
PS Top Ten Scandals in the Gore White House:

PS When Holyoke cops nabbed Hipolito Vega for an old driving
offense, the spry culprit used his one phone call to tell his friend
(in Spanish) where he hid his crack, seemingly not noticing that
the booking officer was named Manuel Rivera. Another victim of
bilingual education.

PS For whatever reason, the Associated Press no longer capitalizes “Professor” when placed before a name. Apparently they feel
that conducting a 12-year long study on the frequency of commas
in Das Kapital is not worthy of respect anymore.

10. Private screenings of Kundun in the Lincoln Bedroom
9. Secretly-taped evidence of a presidential personality
8. Schlitz cans in the commingled-papers recycling bin
7. A new federal agency paying club-kids not to do the Macarena
6. Sending both daughters to Wellesley
5. Switching the regular coffee for Folger’s Crystals
4. Conflicting reports over the number of Tipper’s chins
3. Discovery of his $12 million tobacco-farm stash
2. Naming Tommy Lee Jones as VP
1. Pardoning Clinton

PS Kathie Lee Gifford has stated that while Michael Kennedy’s
affair with his baby-sitter may not have been right, it was legal
since the fling didn’t become sexual until she was sixteen. She’d
been working in one of Gifford’s sweatshops up to that point.

PS Arkansas state Rep. Ben McGee is charged with taking a
kickback in return for his granting a $5 million tax-break for a dog
track. When Clinton was in Arkansas, he ran a dog track of his own.

PS Blue-collar Brazilian worker Valdir Pozza was denied compensation after severing a tendon in his little finger because Judge
Edmundo Filho explained that pinkies are unimportant and will
disappear with evolution. A similar ruling was thrown out by a
higher court in the John Wayne Bobbitt case.

PS Due to all the scandals surrounding professional athletes in
1997, Nike changed its slogan from “Just Do It” to “I can” in an
effort to create a more positive image for sportsmen. We see the
logic. “I can beat the crap out of my coach... I can car-jack... I can
smoke crack....”
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The Idle
Tower
Poetic Justice
Two black students at Duke University
admitted to staging a “hate crime” in order to call attention to the “oppression”
of minorities on campus. The pair hung a
brown baby doll from a tree Klan-style,
attaching a sign reading “Duke Hasn’t
Changed.” The ploy almost worked—
administrators used the event as an opportunity to grandstand against everpresent racism.
Here’s The Story Of A 4.0
A new communications program at Syracuse University features a course on 90210
creator Aaron Spelling— in addition to
guest lectures by the creators of shows like
Gilligan’s Island and The Brady Bunch.
Breasts Are A Patriarchal
Capitalist Conspiracy
Students at Virginia’s Hollins College held
a ceremonial burning of objects and curios they felt were oppressive to women,
including a padded bra and a Victoria’s
Secret catalog.
PIRG For Credit
Williams College’s course catalog features some unusual diversions: PSCI 331T,
Non-Profit Organization and Community
Change, stating, “Some… have near
mythical status in our memories about
what it means to struggle for social
change, others including HARYOU, were
critical in structuring thought about antipoverty strategies; in recent years some…
have plunged into the thick of the effort
to keep public education a viable option”;
PSCI 216F, Urban and Ethnic Politics and
Policies, stating, “In American cities, citizens must individually and collectively
take account of the economic and development needs of business…. This course
examines how minorities can mobilize
their political strength in urban settings.”
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All the President’s men may not
be able to put Bill back together again.

Life and Death
in Washington
by Colin Kingsbury

P

erhaps we should not be surprised that
Bill Clinton’s presidency now hangs by
a thread that is slowly unraveling from the
hem of Monica Lewinsky’s dress. We expect White House scandal to involve secret
exchanges with foreign governments, or
botched schemes to win the election, but an
affair with a twenty-one year-old, big-haired
intern? At least when John Kennedy cheated
on Jacqueline, he picked the most-desired
woman in America.
But then Bill Clinton has never done
much more than play the part of president.
Tremendous ambition, cunning positioning, and a complete lack of responsibility
combined to create a formula that voters
backed in the face of weak Republican
opposition. And all along he never stopped
to wonder if one day all those indiscretions
might just catch up with him. For years the
gamble paid off, but in the Oval Office he
grew more and more arrogant.
While the Paula Jones sexual harassment case worked its way through the courts,
Clinton apologists missed no opportunities
to slander Ms. Jones, her lawyers, and everyone who dared question the President’s
integrity. Even when the Supreme Court
walloped the administration with a 9-0 ruling that the case could proceed against a
sitting president, the mainstream press asserted that this case caused far too much
harm to the dignity of the office, and deserved to wait. In any event, they claimed,

this involved events which took place before his election, and thus did not matter.
And there it rested for some time, an
embarassing but probably unthreatening
charge, little different from thos related to
Whitewater, Filegate, the Travel Office fiasco, or any of the other numerous blemishes on Bill Clinton’s long and sordid career in politics.
Then a crack appeared. Subpoenaed to
testify in a deposition before Paula Jones’s
lawyers, Miss Lewinsky got worried and
talked to Linda Tripp, a longtime civil servant and associate. Eventually Tripp went to
Kenneth Starr, and the scandal broke shortly
afterwards. The critical link, however, remains the first subpoena against Lewinsky
in the Paula Jones case, and we can only
wonder if this matter would otherwise have
seen the light of day. For all the people who
said that character didn’t matter, that the
Paula Jones case had nothing to do with Bill
Clinton’s performance, this case offers a
resounding rebuttal.
Yet what is most striking about this
latest scandal is how typical it is of the
President’s conduct. He quite obviously
thinks little of cheating on his wife and by
extension his daughter, and several other
women have emerged since the start of
Paula Jones’s depositions to allege harassment at the hands of the President. Vernon
Jordan arranged a job for ex-counsel and excon Web Hubbell when he needed some

Clinton’s Scandals Revisited
• Filegate: Hundreds of Republicans’ FBI files end up in the
hands of Clinton employee Craig Livingstone. Livingstone
resigns his post.
• Travelgate: Hillary Clinton fires Travel Office workers in an
attempt to hire her own friends. Investigators are still deciphering her full role in the incident.
• Treason: Clinton secretly invites Chinese business leaders who
donated much money to the Democratic Party in the Oval Office
for policy talks.
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short money. Allegations of pay-offs for
testimony not implicating the President also
float around, though none have ever been
proven in court.
Bill Clinton’s career is built on his
nearly-admirable ability to slide through
even the most serious charges without a
scratch. Behind him, however, lies a trail of
disgraced former associates whose greatest
crime was their unfaltering allegiance to a
onetime governor of Arkansas.(See sidebar.)
But even at the worst moments, no one ever
cracked and the evidence never led directly
to Clinton himself. Throughout he pursued
a slash-and-burn policy of spin control which
emphasized thorough and total character
assassination of anyone who dared to suggest wrongdoing on the White House’s part.
Thus Kenneth Starr’s ongoing investigation
“has accomplished nothing,” in the
administration’s words, despite securing over
ten convictions including that of Jim Guy
Tucker, governor of Arkansas.
Though famed for their mastery of damage control, Clinton’s handlers have their
work cut out for them this time. Slandering
your accusers as hyper-partisan attack-dogs
may work with Kenneth Starr and Newt
Gingrich, but people will not look so kindly
upon this practice when turned against a
woman almost Chelsea’s age. The evidence
makes outright denial implausible, and any
such statements can only appear disingenuous after the cryptic “there is no improper
relationship” remark. And while character
doesn’t seem so important when you’re
raising dirty campaign money, it seems that
voters do mind the President’s taking advantage of an impressionable girl. If overlooked
in the past for its banality, Bill Clinton’s
behavior this time fell far outside the field of
acceptability. Ironically, the press may finally undo it all, for this scandal

Please see “Washington,”
continued on page 19.

• Webster Hubbell: Former Associate Attorney General, indicted and now serving jail time for defrauding clients. He was
a partner of Hillary’s at the Rose Law Firm.
• Clinton’s Cabinet: Members of Clinton’s cabinet are being
tried for everything from taking bribes to obstructing justice.
• Whitewater: Shady land deals in Arkansas while Clinton was
still the Governor. Attempted cover-up thwarted by Mrs.
Clinton’s billing record magically appearing outside her office.
• Paula Jones: Clinton asked her for sexual favors inside an
Arkansas hotel room. Clinton was the first president to ever be
deposed; his deposition occurred just two weeks ago.
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Throughout his entire
career he exercised his right
to choose . . . .

EXECUTIVE
DECISIONII
“EXECUTIVE DECISION II” WRITTEN, PRODUCED, AND DIRECTED BY VERNON JORDAN AND BILL CLINTON
ST
ARRING THE ARKANSAS BIKINI TEAM AND RICHARD M. NIXON AS BILL CLINTON ALSO FEA
TURING
STARRING
FEATURING
NC-17 NO ONE UNDER SEVENTEEN ADMITTED ELEANOR CLIFT AS “THE GROUPIE” A FORNI-GA
TE PRODUCTION
FORNI-GATE
Some Material Inappropriate for Girls Young Enoughto Be Your Daughter
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A Day in the Life
It isn’t easy being the most inspiring
President since JFK. Each and every day
in each and every way, I’m forced to lay
out a bold new vision for America’s
future. Today, I proposed my plan for free
condom distribution at the Post Office.

Bars aren’t only a great pla
plowed, and they aren’t on
place to meet women. They
great place for photo-ops. Th
I mean, the people— love it
look like an Average Joe, com
a beer, a stained sweater, and
old girlfriend. Sometime
depressed, though. Yesterda
this cute Southern-looking c
wanted to do the Hippy Shak
out to be Sarah Gore! We m
cut a deal. I won’t tell if sh

Bill’s Love Tips

Sometimes, I get nervous
when I have to appear at a
press conference immediately
after smoking a big, fat doobie
with a loose little lady. I keep
thinking, “They can tell. I’ll be
impeached! Disgraced! That
guy in the front row definitely
knows! That cop thinks
something’s fishy! Say, that
chandelier looks really groovy
in the UV light.”
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Dateline,
Never say “I love you”
D.C. Time
unless the girl’s father is a
to confer
big contributor. I've been
with the
practicing: "Wo ai ni;" "Je
advisors. We
t'aime;" "Te amo;" "I
usually go
sweat you, bee-yatch."
with Plan A:
Deny
Everything.
Nowadays,
though, we
might have
to resort to
Plan B: War
With
Albania.
You know
what I
mean.

Bi
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of a Slippery Bill

ace to get
nly a great
y’re also a
he sheep—
t when you
mplete with
d a 21-year
es I get
ay, I asked
chick if she
ke. It turned
managed to
he doesn’t.

ill’s Sex Tips

Some girls say
“No”whenthey
allymean,“Onlyif
ou let me see the
en corpses in the
basement.”

4:30 pm. One last press
conference before I head
home. Today, Katie Couric
throws me a tough one:
“Mr. President, isn’t it true
that the GOP is motivated
by greed and spite?”

Of course they are, Katie.
Thanks so much.

2:30 pm.
Jogging break
with the
interns.
“Hey! You
over there
with the big
schnoz and
buck teeth!
Wanna see the
Astroturf in
the Lincoln
Bedroom?”
(Remember,
it's not
adultery if she
jumps up and
down
afterwards.)

5:00 pm. The worst appointment in my busy schedule. I
get the silent treatment if I’ve been good and a bitchslap if I’ve
been
naughty.
With any
luck, she
won’t find
out about
the “catch
of the day.”

Bill’s Bar Tips
If a girl asks,
“Hey, aren’t you
married?”, then
you should
answer, “Yes,
but I’m also the
President of the
United States.”

“Hillary, I—”
“Let me guess: the charges are
all trumped-up.”
“Of course, hon. So, how was
lunch with Candace?”
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PERSONALS
BE MY SUGAR DADDY
Brunette SWF, 24. Big-haired, buck-toothed intern seeks attractive leader of free world for late night “rendezvous” in Oval
Office. Enjoys midnight Haagen-Dazs binges, prank-calling
members of the RNC, and collecting personal relics of a haut
couture nature. I won’t tell, cross my heart and hope to die.

CATCH A RISING STAR
Stuck in a marriage to a conniving power-hungry bee-yatch?
Bleached SWF, 33, seeks governor of backwoods Southern
state for long-term affair followed by angst-filled breakup. Extensive media coverage a must for this fun-loving swinger!
CONQUER ME
Brunette, DWF, 40. Can’t get enough of Tailhook? Does Anita
Hill light your fire? Attractive woman of the world seeks trailerpark Presidential pervert for revealing one-night-stand. Distinctive characteristics a plus.
BE ALL THAT YOU CAN BE
Young, athletic SWF with a “GI Jane” figure and a fear of
commitment seeks married blue-hairs for one-night flings. Ever
joined the “Mile High Club”? I want to take you places that
you’ve only heard about on CNN. Remember, don’t ask, don’t
tell.
SCORE THE TOUCHDOWN OF THE CENTURY
SBM, aggressive and athletic, seeks blond crackers to keep me
company on those hot California nights. Must be submissive,
enjoy bondage/discipline/domination, love to experiment with
toys (steel or pigskin), and be open to being knifed to death in
my backyard. If I kill you, it’s because I love you.
BIG PETE NEEDS A WOMAN
Extortion experience preferred but not required.
RESCUE ME!
MWM, 50. Tired of those same old Phone-Sex lines? Help! I’m
trapped in a lifeless marriage to an Eleanor Roosevelt wannabe! Be my salvation for those cold nights on the couch with
Buddy. Seeking blind, deaf, mute SWF for evenings of passion,
intrigue and sweet lovin’.
RESCUE ME!
MWF, 50, trapped in a lifeless marriage to a backwoods hick!
Be my salvation for those nights when he’s tied up with “Affairs of State.” Seeking a mover and shaker who lives for submission and spankings— or any qualified Presidential hopefuls.
Just leave everything to me.
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YOU, TOO, CAN BE ONE OF
MY “SIDWELL FRIENDS”
SWF, 18. Daddy’s girl seeks inexperienced Stanford freshmen
to not inhale mind-expanding drugs in a consequence-free environment and to not have casual sex with many anonymous partners. I love long walks on campus with Armed Guards, and,
occasionally, if I’m feeling naughty, a brief peek outside the
fishbowl. Call me and ask for “The Little Princess.”

ARE YOU LONESOME SOBER TONIGHT?
I want to be your Teddy Bear. MWM, 70-or-so, seeks young,
buxom “Washington insiders” for wild evenings at the compound. Loves eating pies, driving recklessly, and cozying up
with a romantic bottle of Tanqueray. Let me show you what the
“family curse” really means (wink wink, nudge nudge).
MAKE IT WITH AN OLDER MAN
Let me be your bridge to the past. MWM, old as dirt, seeks
vivacious (read: breathing) younger woman for wild evenings
of hot tea with Metamucil and beginning sentences with, “Why,
if I were president right now...” trailing off into silence. Loves
riding in the basket of Strom Thurmond’s “Rascal” and babbling incoherently about the “good ‘ole days.” Check out my
web-site.
THE TRUTH IS OUT THERE
And so am I. Older SWM seeks literate vixens who crave world
domination and are turned on by smoke-filled rooms. Must enjoy long walks in the Pentagon and the romantic aroma of a
chain of Morleys.
LEARN THE TRUE MEANING OF HARASSMENT
Has-been/never-was former Senator seeks vixens with pert bosoms for a chance to star in a hot diary and light up my nights.
I like long walks in the woods, steamy nights in saunas, and
pork-barrel highway funding. Typing skills a must, and don’t let
the door hit you in the bum on the way in— that’s my job!
LET ME RUIN YOU
Sceevy Gen-X Hollywood trash seeks astoundingly beautiful
and exotic icons to soil and impregnate.
LOOKING FOR A STIFF ONE?
DWEM seeks underage necrophiliacs for a fiery romance from
across the great divide. I enjoy skiing, touch-football, and a little
embezzlement to make the world go ‘round. Take the elevators
all the way down, and no need to hurry— I’ve got time. And
don’t go crazy from the heat, either.

Why twenty-five years of Roe v. Wade
is no cause for celebration.

Cradle-to-Grave
Abortion
by Micaela Dawson

“P

ersonally, I would never have an
abortion, but I support a woman’s
right to choose,” sums up mainstream
America’s sentiments on whether the Supreme Court should reverse Roe v. Wade.
The majority attitude at least acknowledges the pain, guilt, and permanent damage which often accompany this procedure, one which most look upon as the
lesser of two evils— yet an evil nonetheless. It is curious, then, that radical feminist
organizations such as NARAL, NOW, and
the newly-formed Tufts Feminist Alliance
would see fit to glorify the twenty-fifth
anniversary of a decision which doubled
the occurrence of abortion with such festivities as nationwide rallies, marches, and
candlelight vigils. One might expect such
jubilation over legalized marijuana or a
lowering of the drinking age, but it seems
somehow out of place in the context of the
right to terminate a pregnancy— unless
there is more to the story.
Some scary trends in recent philosophical and psychological discourse give
reason to believe there is unfortunately
much more. The strategies relied upon by
leading figures in these fields to defend
abortion reveal the shocking lengths to
which they and their activist following will
go to deny that the unborn possess a right
not to be killed; in fact, they are attempting
to challenge seriously whether anyone at
all deserves that right. One of these voices
of cool reason even dreamt up a list of
rather exclusive criteria by which he proposes to distinguish between those who
should continue existing and those destined for termination— beyond the point of
birth. It is becoming more obvious by the
day that Roe v. Wade was never about the
right to control one’s own body, but, rather,
the right to control others’ rights to their
own lives. This divisive decision’s true
legacy lies not in the freedom it supposedly
accords women, but in the license which it

grants society’s modern sophists to argue
away man’s once absolute certainty.
The Race Against Time
Unless we assign it at conception, we
run the risk of removing everyone’s claim
to a right to life. There was a time when the
argument boiled down to when human existence— rather than human rights— begins. If abortion proponents could prove
that the “blob of protoplasm” is not a life,
then they could convince themselves once
and for all that abortion is not murder.
When life begins is typically held
to be the point of viability, at
which the fetus can survive
outside the womb.

tinues changing. Currently set at 23 weeks,
half the gestation period, viability may
someday start as early as conception. Since
it seems unreasonable to keep sliding the
marker further along the scale every time a
technological inroad is reached, in hopes
that the unborn can win a race against time,
conception is the fairest starting line.
If so-called “pro-choice” activists were
merely interested in allowing the mother to
rid herself of the “burden” she carries, they
could endorse the option of undergoing a
surgical procedure by which the fetus is
removed at the point of viability. This
would allow the unborn a chance at life
while still allowing the mother a way out of
the responsibility she most likely incurred
by engaging in unsafe sexual intercourse in
the first place.
But no one seems interested in investigating this currently feasible option, perhaps because no one wants to acknowledge
that abortion does constitute the taking of a
life. Instead, pro-abortionists chose to bypass the whole question by altering
the terms of the debate and

Continued on the
next page.

But with the advancement of technology, that point con-
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Continued from the previous page.
delving into what was once morally unthinkable. This time, they conceded that
the fetus is a life from conception, but
challenged its legal right not to be killed.
Such “desensitivity training” subordinated
what was once self-evident— a man’s right
to his life— to what was binding according
to often ephemeral interpretations of manmade laws.
Thus it came as little surprise when
pro-abortionists began resorting to the
crackpot position that a potential person is
not a person, even if it is a living human
being, and therefore does not merit any
legal protection at all. This argument, based
on an “analogy” involving a child and an
adult, on the one hand, and a potential
person and an actual person on the other, is
at best weak, and probably invalid. The
fact of not being an adult and the fact of not
being a person are entirely separate— far
too dissimilar for thoughtful comparison.
Pro-abortionists hide behind this false
dichotomy, but in all seriousness would be
hard pressed to name something that is not
a human being but has the potential of
becoming one. Nor could they name something that possesses the potential of becoming a human being, and is not one. Nothing
meets this criteria for one simple reason—
there is no such entity as a “potential person.” An embryo or fetus is neither a child
nor an adult, but reflects what a child and
an adult looked like at that particular age in
the cycle of life; and if allowed to continue
along a natural course of growth, he or she
can look forward to a normal seventy-five
year lifespan.

Point of No Return
Relying on legalistic grounds for determining who possesses the right to life

There is no such entity as a
“potential person.” An
embryo or fetus is neither a
child nor an adult, but
reflects what a child and an
adult looked like at that
particular age in the cycle
of life.

should cause alarm in itself, if the line of
reasoning led somewhere other than a dead
end. Pro-abortionists further beat the “potential v. actual” horse by refuting that

Twenty-Five Years of the Right to Kill

W

hen I first heard of the “Celebration” of Roe v. Wade in front of
Eaton Hall on Wednesday, I somewhat
cynically assumed that for all the talk of
“pro-choice,” it would be little more than
a pro-abortion demonstration. Thankfully,
the Tufts Feminist Alliance (the group
formerly known as FAT) managed to
speak and behave as promised; there was
no blatant encouragement of pregnancy
termination, nor did I hear any needlessly
pejorative remarks directed at the pro-life

crowd. This, however, is where the good
news ends. Andi Friedman and her compatriots managed not only to avoid saying
anything particularly offensive, they managed to avoid saying just about anything of
fact or consequence at all.
Among some of the event’s more notable instances of non-information included
a guest speaker saying that she “think[s]”
that less than one percent of abortions are
late-term. Another such moment occurred
when abortion statistics were read from a
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fetuses are vested with every natural right.
But few would contend that fetuses are—
to borrow an example, they clearly do not
possess the right to make contracts; incidentally, nor do children. That some natural rights are acquired as life progresses
seems similarly clear. But lacking the same
rights at every stage in the growth process
is not tantamount to possessing none at all.
Simply because children are not vested
with the same legal claims as adults does
not mean that they share none, unless children possess no right to life.
Of course, some dangerously flirt with
this possibility— a frightening fact which
may stand as the most compelling indictment of abortion yet. For instance, MIT
Psychology Professor Steven Pinker eerily
illustrates the logical ramifications of discretional designation. He holds that “[b]irth
is as arbitrary a milestone as any other,” but
takes that position an unexpected step further, substituting the term infanticide with
“neonaticide,” the taking of a one-day old
infant’s life, and “filicide,” the killing of a
child at some point after, and continues:
“Several moral philosophers have concluded that neonates are not persons and
thus neonaticide should not be classified as
murder.”
Such identification, he charges, would
allow us to examine more reasonably our
positions on whether the taking of an
infant’s life constitutes full-fledged murder or “mere” abortion— as if the two
were distinguishable. Pinker believes that
removing the semantical stigma from
mothers who discard their newborns in
dumpsters would allow us to attribute a
degree of guilt more commensurate with
our true sentiments, which he construes as
book authored in 1985. A TFA spokeswoman assured the crowd that things had
gotten a lot worse for those seeking abortions in recent years, although she couldn’t
give any current numbers or cite any recent
sources. Perhaps the crowning oratorical
moment was when the story of a strangely
anonymous senator’s wife was told. She
had a medical need for a late-term abortion, and her husband was a big crusader
against it in Washington. What the women
of TFA didn’t realize was that a clever
story can’t compensate for the conspicuous absence of names, numbers, and dates.
Besides, the act of tying ribbons on and
around a tree, a symbol of life, in celebra-

far less harsh than the word “infanticide”
connotes.
Pinker and his fellow scions of
psychobabble view numbing society to
abortion’s sting as a worthwhile goal, because they find infanticide less than morally repugnant. But it is they— not the
participants in the “March for Life”— who
belong to the lunatic fringe, along with
Jeffrey Dahmer, Ted Bundy, and every
other psychopath. Pinker claims his view is
spurred on by the fact that members of this
society, as well as other, less advanced
cultures, share a willingness to tolerate
“neonaticide.” But certain cultures also
share an affinity for cannibalism; the practice is no less inhuman as a result.
Consigning self-evident truths and
matters of life and death to subjective
classification invites the kind of distortions Pinker arrives at in his list of morally
significant traits “necessary” to a claim of
a right to life: “a unique sequence of
experiences that defines us as individuals
and connects us to other people...an ability to reflect upon ourselves as a continuous locus of consciousness, to form and
savor plans for the future, to dread death,
and to express the choice not to die.”
Based on this criteria, many people—
maybe even most— have no right not to be
killed.
If deficiency in these traits robs us of
that right, then all parents can “terminate”
their children without moral reproach, at
least up to the age of six or seven and
perhaps well beyond. Debilitating diseases, mental illness, old age, substance
abuse, Gen-X angst, sheer ignorance, and
a host of other uncontrollable circumstances could furnish grounds for failing

this preposterous test. There are no evils
greater to the imagination than the prospect of another person holding the power

the right not to be killed begins, because it
alone provides life the surest possible
safeguard.

When a society cannot even
protect those who stand to
benefit most from its
imperfect legal system
and when right and wrong
become interchangeable
terms, no one can consider
himself safe.

Equal Protection
Most of us would like to believe that
there are some truths which transcend the
need for articulation. But when a society
cannot even protect those who stand to
benefit most from its imperfect, man-made
legal system, and when right and wrong
become interchangeable terms, no one
can consider himself safe. Respect and
sensitivity toward that indefinable phenomena we summarily refer to as “life”
are perhaps the most relevant aspects of
the debate, but unfortunately have been
lost somewhere amidst the convoluted
thought experiments occupying the minds
of modern-day sophists.
Because of Roe v Wade, the unlimited
right to the private use of lethal force
against innocent human beings is completely lawful, no matter the reason,
throughout the duration of a pregnancy. It
is no mere coincidence that, in the wake of
that divisive ruling, proponents of euthanasia, genetic engineering, and the sterilization of the severely handicapped soon began usurping the courts and legislatures as
stomping grounds for institutionalizing their
radical positions, too. As we exit the most
destructive century in the history of civilization, we need to begin questioning that
most inhuman impulse to reduce our numbers. The hauntingly familiar question is,
who’s next on the hit list?

tion of the right to end it, is ironic enough.
Perhaps the biggest flaw in the entire
presentation was that the situations discussed involved women in medical, monetary, or social predicaments. How,
though, does this apply to most Tufts
women? The speakers made numerous
points— consistently neglecting statistical back-up— regarding the horrible results of “denying” abortion to poor women
in inner cities. But they never addressed
the abhorrent practice of partial-birth abortion, and in all their empathy for women
less fortunate than themselves, never rationally argued why any young, healthy,
and often quite financially comfortable

women should be able to terminate their
pregnancies.
I thought that after all this conjecture,
assumption, and storytelling was over, I’d
be able to leave the cold air and flickering
celebratory candles behind. But the ladies
were not done just yet. Audience members
had to be treated to a reading of Alison
Trachtman’s Daily Viewpoint, which one
might think most of the people there would
have read already. Redundant (and chilly)
though it was, it did have a rare smattering
of useful statistics, which is probably why
they chose to read it at all. But if the only
source of fact was an article that people
could have read and probably did read the

to decide the ultimate question. Pinker’s
grotesque suggestions evidence like nothing else the value of holding conception as
the safest and least arbitrary point at which

Miss Dawson is a senior majoring
in Classics and minoring in
Moral Philosophy.
day before, why have the gathering at all?
Tying little ribbons is only so much fun,
especially when one’s hands are inadequately protected from frostbite by small
(but festive) candles.
I salute the women of TFA for not
turning their gathering into a tirade against
men. But that is where the compliments
must end. Without facts and without any
justification for this controversial and
indisputably life-ending procedure, TFA
didn’t convince me that there was a need
for widespread and complete abortion
rights, even if they did dispense free
cocoa and brownies afterwards.
—Lew Titterton
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It’s time to end Social
Security as we know it.

Many Happy Returns
by Tracey Seslen

A

s the 1992 presidential elections ap
proached, campaign rhetoric centered
on the catch-phrase, “It’s the economy, stupid.” The United States was in the midst of
a recession, plagued by high rates of unemployment and sluggish growth figures. Playing upon the public’s fears of an economy in
crisis, Ross Perot based his bid for the White
House upon the notion that the budget deficit was headed on an upward spiral and that
he was the only candidate bold enough to
take the measures necessary to eliminate it
by 1998. Six years later, the recession of ’92,
as well as Perot himself, are but a distant
memory. Rates of inflation and unemployment have dropped to their lowest levels in
over two decades, and legislators are talking
about a budget surplus.
Amidst all of the fervor generated in
recent months over the booming economy,
however, the nation’s leaders have given a
back seat to an issue that came to the media
forefront a couple of years ago, just as the
first of the baby-boomers hit 50: the meltdown of Social Security. Economists and
public-policy experts warn that the U.S. will
face a paralyzing budget crisis when Social
Security begins running out of money. Their
research has shown that the current system
cannot bear the burden of the “graying of
America,” and that reform by means of
changes in fiscal policy will not be sufficient. In short, privatization of Social Security is essential. Such an undertaking has its
costs, of course; however, those costs pale in
comparison to those of leaving the current
system in place.
Anatomy of a Leviathan
For a time, Social Security functioned
well because upwards of thirty workers supported every retiree and more that 40% of
potential beneficiaries died before receiving their first check. When the baby-boomers
begin to retire, however, there will be only
two workers to support every retiree, and

retirees will be living longer.
According to the latest report from the
Social Security Board of Trustees, due to
these demographic changes, the system will
be insolvent by the year 2029— back one
year from the previous year’s report of 2030.
But even that fact does not provide the full
story of the coming crisis. In 2012, only 14
years from now, the Social Security system
will begin paying out more benefits than it
collects in revenues, and will have to start
drawing upon the so-called Social Security
Trust Fund. The problem, however, is that
the “trust fund” has remained far from untouched over the years. The government
draws from it on a regular basis to fulfill
operating expenses and has replaced the
funds with government bonds. Even if the
government can find a way to redeem the
bonds, as stated earlier, the coffers will be
empty within the following two decades,
and thus, the government will have to rely
solely on the payroll tax as a means of
supplying benefits to retirees. In order to
maintain the Social Security system in its
current form, one of two things will have to
occur: a tripling of the payroll tax or a cut in
benefits of as much as one-third. If nothing
is done, deficits will reach an unthinkable
$160 trillion by the year 2075.
None of these solutions seems particularly attractive, not to mention politically
feasible. A third possibility, a combination
of tax increases and benefit reductions,
would only postpone the crisis. As Cato
Institute fellow Doug Bandow explains,
such a plan would only “worsen the
program’s financial return without restoring its long-term financial integrity.” In
other words, the younger set would probably be better off stuffing their payroll
taxes in a mattress than counting on benefits from the current system. Many citizens, nevertheless, seem weary of turning
over such a gargantuan task to the private
sector.
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The concept of a privatized pension
system is nothing new, however, and has
been achieved quite successfully by a number of countries. In 1980, Chile adopted a
measure to fully replace its overburdened
government-run pension system with a privately administered, nation-wide system of
Pension Savings Accounts (PSAs). Over the
past seventeen years, the results have come
to speak for themselves. The pensions of
Chileans have increased 50 to 100 percent
over the previous system (to 78% of working
income), while privatization itself has contributed to an increase in the overall national
savings rate — from less than 10% in 1986 to
29% in 1996. Return on investment has averaged 12%, compared with a paltry 2% enjoyed by Americans. All that remains of the
old pension system is a small, flat tax intended to provide for the poorest of pensioners. Now, when a Chilean retires, his most
valuable asset is not his car or his home, but
rather the savings in his PSA, worth, on
average, four times the individual’s final
salary. Clearly, the United States would stand
to benefit from the Chilean example.
The Plan
Under the privatized system, each worker
is required to deposit 10% of his income into
a PSA. The worker may also contribute an
additional 10% of his wages each month. The
additional deposit is tax deductible, and is
considered a form of voluntary savings. The
worker then chooses one of the many private
Pension Fund Administration companies
(Administradores de Fondos de Pensiones,
or AFPs) to manage his account. These companies may only engage in the administration
of pension accounts, and are subject to gov-

ernment regulation to guarantee a diversified, low-risk portfolio and to prevent theft
or fraud.
Basically, the Pension Fund Administrator operates a mutual fund that invests in
stocks and bonds. The AFP and the fund it
administers, however, are technically two
separate entities, which means if the AFP
were to fail, the assets of the mutual fund
would remain intact, and none of the workers’ savings would be lost. Empolyees are,
of course, free
to switch from
one AFP to another, and as a
result, there is
heavy competition among the
24
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AFPs to provide
higher returns, better customer service, and
lower commissions.
The 10% figure was calculated on the
assumption of a 4% return over the life of the
worker, so that upon retirement, the individual would receive annually 70% of his
previous income. If, upon retirement, the
worker’s pension fund is below the minimum limit, the individual receives his pension from the state once the funds in his PSA
run out. In other words, no one is considered
poor a priori. Only after his working life is
over and his savings depleted does the worker
receive a government subsidy.
As for those already receiving pensions
from the government, nothing changes; they
continue to receive the promised level of
benefits for the remainder of their life.
Working individuals, on the other hand,
received a “recognition bond” paying a real
rate of 4% to deposit into their new PSA. In
other words, a worker who had paid into the
old system for years does not have to start at
zero upon entering the new system.

stock crashes in history, stocks and bonds
have nevertheless averaged a 9% rate of
return. The costs incurred by the government to manage Social Security are proportionally less than those incurred by private
corporations to manage their own assets, but
the private corporations receive a substantially higher return. In this case, paying
private managers to generate a higher rate of
return represents simply a wise investment
choice.
Also
on the minds
of opponents is
the cost of
transition. For
the United
States, the cost
of paying current benefits to
retirees while workers invest their FICA
taxes in IRAs would expand the deficit by
$86 billion per year over the next 16 years.
One trillion dollars seems a bargain, however, considering the benefits received. The
costs themselves would provide a powerful
incentive to eliminate wasteful government
spending— corporate welfare programs, agricultural subsidies and useless bureaucracy,
for starters. Furthermore, privatization would
reduce intergenerational conflicts given that
the working population would no longer
supply the funds that make up the pensions
of the retired population.
More important, though, privatization
of Social Security would mean a massive
redistribution of power from the state to the
individual, thereby enhancing personal freedom. It would give individuals a stake in the
economy, which in turn would promote
greater production efficiency, faster economic growth, and alleviation of poverty.
Finally, and if nothing else, it would reestablish the vital link between effort and
reward, between personal responsibility and
personal rights. In short, maintaining the
current system would not only destroy the
nation economically, but would lead to the
destruction of the human spirit. In order to
avoid such destruction, the United States
must actively decrease its role in the economic affairs of its citizens, and privatization
of Social Security represents an important
step in that process.

“The younger set would probably be
better off stuffing its payroll taxes
in a mattress than counting on
benefits from the current system.”

The Costs
Opponents of Social-Security reform
cite two main costs in their arguments against
privatization. First of all, there is the everpresent risk of a stock market crash and
possible economic collapse. A recent study
by the Cato Institute shows, however, that if
a worker had invested his retirement savings
in the stock market during the worst performing quarters in history, he could still
retire more comfortably with private savings than with Social Security. Over the last
70 years, a period that includes the largest

Miss Seslen is a junior majoring in
Quantitative Economics and Spanish.

“Washington,” continued
from page 10.
involves sex, not legal scripts or real-estate
deals. This is scandal you can sell.
Republican legislators have thus far
kept relatively quiet, keeping in mind that
this is a fight between Clinton and Starr.
Indeed, it is a political steel-cage death
match; only one of the two can make it out
of this with their job and reputation intact.
Starr’s perseverance in the Whitewater
hearings despite fierce partisan slander from
the likes of hyena-for-hire James Carville
is admirable, but his political savvy is no
match for the president. As one strategist
bluntly stated, “the political landscape is
littered with the bodies of those who predicted Clinton’s demise.” Kenneth Starr
must find hard evidence directly linking
Bill Clinton to the charges against him, or
Kenneth Starr’s career ends.
Still, let it be said that even if Bill
Clinton’s tenure in politics ends as a result
of this candal, it is a victory for no one.
From his earliest days scraping the bottom
of the pot in Little Rock, Clinton and his
close circle of similarly loose-minded
friends have deceived, cheated, and lied
their way right past everyone who disagreed with them. In convincing the American people that “everybody does this” to
defuse numerous scandals, he has harmed
the integrity of our political process itself
and poisoned the well for future generations. If the Kennedys gave us the notion of
the president as royalty, Bill Clinton took
the license granted only to a Caesar. He and
his kind are venom in the veins of the
American nation.
And lest we forget, none of this could
ever have happened without all the willing
idiots out there who bought Bill Clinton’s
line. All the Friends of Bill, newspaper
columnists, television journalists, and highpriced pundits who happily overlooked the
president’s record in favor of his party
affiliation have perpetrated a grave and
lasting offense against the American people.
In a free society, we look to the press as
gatekeepers to the castle, and this time they
slept on their posts. Before this sordid
matter passes into history, there are a few
more reputations that deserve ruining.
Mr. Kingsbury is a senior majoring in
Economics and minoring in Chinese.
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Regulators and bureacrats
thwart the civil rights vision.

A Legacy
Betrayed
by Ananda Gupta

L

ost among the latest Clinton sex scandal and the heat of Iraq’s saber-rattling was Vice President Al Gore’s promise
to increase the Department of Justice’s
budget by a full 20%— towards increased
enforcement of civil rights laws. Since the
passage of the original Civil Rights Act of
1964, the stance of most administrations
and Congresses has been that racial injustice persists at most levels of society. On
this view, racism continues to adversely
affect opportunities for minorities, and that
government should continue or increase its
commitment to ferreting out prejudice and
punishing it. However, even if this view is
correct, the body of employment law by
which regulators carry out that vision is
deeply flawed. In fact, it exacerbates the
peculiar problems minorities face in the
workplace, and creates a new set of obstacles for everyone— not just minorities— to overcome.

But if the employer needs to seek further
applications for disparate treatment to apply, then the employer has a strong incentive to interview all white male applicants
before hearing from any minorities. That
way, any white male who is passed up
cannot form a case (since his group is not
protected), and the employer need not interview or accept applications from any
minorities until he has rejected all available white males. (In recent years, this
strategy has lost some of its usefulness
given the success of reverse disparate treatment suits.) In this way, disparate treatment law works against the best interests of
minorities, and encourages progressive
employers to ape racist ones.
The problems do not end there. The
law protects individuals, not groups. While
this might sound like a plus, it really defeats the purpose. Since the law protects
individuals only, a rejected applicant can

A Well-Intentioned Pavement
Discrimination law feeds off two main
arteries: disparate treatment and disparate
impact. If a prospective or laid-off employee can make a case that either of those
two phenomena were involved in his hiring
or firing decision, then the employer can be
liable for millions of dollars in damages
and federal fines. Both disparate treatment
and disparate impact present employers
with bizarre incentives as well as usurping
their business judgment.
Disparate treatment, supposedly the
more benign of the two, can be invoked in
a hiring case when the applicant makes an
initial case with the following elements: he
belongs to a protected group, applied for a
job for which he was qualified, was rejected, and the employer continued to seek
applicants. It sounds good on the surface—
after all, a law which seeks to protect
enthusiastic minority workers from racist
hiring managers can only do good, right?
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sue regardless of the race of the person who
got the job in the end. Needless to say, it is
difficult to conceive of a racist who refuses
to hire one person because he is black, yet
overlooks race when considering the next
black applicant. Nor does the race of the
person who made the hiring decision matter; a black manager can still be fined for
racist treatment, despite the strange image
that may evoke. If a black man declines to
hire another black man in favor of a third,
the one passed over can sue for disparate
treatment. Clearly, though, something is
wrong when plaintiffs use a law designed
to protect people from racists against those
who do not hesitate to hire people of the
race they supposedly hate.
Finally, though vagueness pervades
most legislation (witness the late and unlamented Communications Decency Act),
the Civil Rights Act and its handmaidens
suffer most grievously. The law allows
judges and regulators, rather than employers, to determine what comprises “qualification” for a job. While one might think
this reasonable, since self-interested employers might skew their requirements so
as to exclude certain groups, the range of
qualifications dismissed by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission as irrelevant to any job include: “personality,”
“motivation,” “maturity,” “stability,”
“work habits,” and “interest in the job”
among others. One can begin to understand
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the vast jackpot that disgruntled or lazy
employees see when they receive a job
rejection in the mail. A gem of a memo
from the US Forest Service announced the
following new hiring policy, to avoid the
requisite quagmire: “Only unqualified applicants will be considered.”
Double Impact
The other branch of discrimination
law is “disparate impact,” which provides
that an employer is liable for damages or
fines if its hiring decisions adversely impact a particular protected community. The
key here is that discriminatory intent need
not be present; the most progressive, tolerant employer can still get
hit with a strong lawsuit if his hiring
choices do not conform strictly to
numerical standards. Which numerical standards? The plaintiff determines them. That is, if an employer’s
work force is 90% minority, and a
plaintiff wants to sue, all he need do
is trace an area around the employer’s
physical plant that includes more than 90%
minorities, cite that area as the suffering
community, and collect his damages. An
Austin lamp-maker managed to find himself on the receiving end of this lawsuit. His
work force and his managers were all either
Latino or black. (He was white.) Yet an
applicant sued him because she thought her
job refusal was based on her race, and that
the heavily black area of town suffered
disparate impact as well.
One can almost immediately see the
strange incentives that result from disparate impact law as well. For example, the
law provides a strong reason for employers
not to locate their plants or offices in minority neighborhoods – or even in cities at
all. Any firm small enough not to survive
outside the city, yet large enough to qualify
for EEOC restrictions and attract a diverse
workforce, risks a lawsuit by remaining in
the city. The potential for a self-fulfilling
prophecy of seemingly racist behavior
looms large: if firms run huge financial
risks when they locate in minority areas or
consider (and therefore possibly refuse)
minority applications, then they avoid doing so. Civil rights groups see that behavior, ascribe it to racism, and call for stricter
laws and enforcement. The cycle begins
anew.
A final consequence of employment
law mirrors that of many other regulations
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– it disproportionately affects small businesses. The strongest ingredient in a defense against EEOC complaints is a copious and orderly paper trail, rigorously documenting the entire application process for
every single applicant. Needless to say,
larger firms have much more room in their
budgets to accommodate such defenses.
Small firms, on the other hand, often do not
possess the storage space or manpower to
document all of their applications, and
their defenses against lawsuits suffer. Since
competitors to large firms usually start
small (e.g., Netscape and Microsoft), it
should surprise no one when larger firms

A rejected applicant can sue
regardless of the race of the
person who got the job in the end.
do not complain as much as smaller ones
do. In fact, according to economist George
Stigler’s theory of regulation, large firms
actually seek greater regulation— not because they doubt their own resolve or restraint, but because they seek to deter their
smaller competitors from entering the industry.
The CCRI Catch-22
Another consequence of present civil
rights laws is the danger they impose on
businesses located in anti-affirmative action states. The CCRI prohibits state entities from discriminating on the basis of
race – yet it is impossible to comply with
EEOC regulations without doing exactly
that. In order to avoid disparate impact, an
employer must attempt to mold his
workforce into a mirror of as many different communities as he can— an insurmountable task, unless he rigorously and
consistently takes race into account in his
hiring decisions.
Race-norming, a procedure in which
minority scores on standardized tests receive adjustments to bring them into line
with white scores, falls into the same trap.
Firms devised the practice to weather disparate-impact law, since tests are easy targets for bias charges. However, when several conservative states outlawed racenorming, firms that used standardized tests
as part of the hiring process found them-
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selves in a no-win situation. They could no
longer race-norm, but without racenorming, the tests fell victim to disparate
impact. As a result, many firms found
themselves literally without any method of
compliance with all of the regulations.
Many firms discarded the tests altogether,
yet some decided to hang on, and hope that
the EEOC’s vastly engorged docket of
complaints would preclude any immediate
reprisals.
Merely a Symptom
Existing civil rights laws would be
silly if they did not cause so much needless
pain to innocent, tolerant people.
Yet they follow quite reasonably
from the attitudes of most American
lawmakers. (Ironically, though,
Congress itself is exempt from almost all discrimination laws— as it
is from most employment regulations in general, such as OSHA restrictions.) A cynic might wonder
why, if these laws impose no undue burdens on tolerant employers, members of
Congress see fit to evade them so. The
reason is that people who work in government tend to enjoy planning and implementing their visions for a better world,
while only seeing that world from the ruler’s
perspective. Rarely do they see how their
understanding of a particular employer’s
situation could be any worse than the
employer’s own appraisal.
Irving Kristol has dubbed this view
“neo-socialism.” After all, nobody believes
the old socialist dogma that the state should
own and operate the means of production.
Nowadays, people think the private sector
should own the businesses, and the state
should restrain itself to dictating exactly
how employers should run them. However,
discrimination law provides a poor testament to the best-intentioned legislators’
attempts to remedy the problem of racism.
Rather than creating an employment utopia, their urge to plan and their inquisitorial
zeal have increased the difficulties for the
disadvantaged, and quite possibly created
a backlash against the racially egalitarian
ideals of the civil rights movement. Nothing could be more inimical to Dr. King’s
legacy.
Mr. Gupta is a senior majoring
in Economics and Philosophy.
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is unfortunately completely typical. At uniLeft-wing money can’t keep
versities across the nation, skin pigmentaevery legitimate case out of court.
tion strongly affects not only pay, but job
opportunities as well. Some might argue
that this is to correct past wrongs, but only
the severely deluded will claim that Ugandans were ever a victim of Jim Crow. This
case has implications for Tufts as well,
since our hiring procedures (as exposed in
past issues of THE SOURCE) have an “unwritten amendent” not unlike Nevada’s, and
by Craig Waldman
hew to the darker-is-better rule so enamhile controversial from the very be ning the University clearly stated that “race ored by the Left.
Though the court has not yet decided if
ginning, affirmative action has faced was a key factor in his hiring.” Then, one
growing scrutiny in recent years. With year later, Farmer too received a position it will hear Farmer, the fact that it chose to
challenges coming both from voter-initia- under an “unwritten amendment” which hear Taxman strongly suggests that it will,
tives such as California’s Proposition 209 allows for the hiring of an additional fac- and in this term. Unlike Bakke or Taxman
and a number of high-profile court cases, ulty member following the employment of or other past cases, this one offers very
partisans of race-based programs are find- a minority. However, she started at a lower little maneuvering room for a decision; the
ing themselves very busy indeed.
pay rate than Mr. Makoba despite equal Court must either strike outcome rules from
Last year, the Supreme Court agreed to qualifications. Convinced that she was the the practice of affirmative action altogether,
hear the case of Piscataway Township Board victim of an unfair system, Yvette Farmer or rubber-stamp policies which explicitly
of Education v. Taxman in what many filed suit against the University of Nevada, favor one race over another.
When first conceived decades ago,
hoped would sound the death knell for charging sex and race discrimination.
outcome-based affirmative action. The case
In Nevada’s Supreme Court, the Uni- proponents of affirmative action saw it as a
revolved around an unusual situation where versity claimed it based its decision solely temporary program first, and a non-disthe Piscataway Board of Education faced a on race; there was no sex discrimination. In criminatory one above all. Today the prodecision to fire one or the other of two other words, ‘we didn’t discriminate against gram has not only outlived its usefulness,
essentially identical teachers, one black Mrs. Farmer because she’s a woman, we but also violated the very principles of its
and the other white, and chose to fire discriminated against her because she’s foundation. Yvette Farmer’s case finally
Sharon Taxman to maintain the “diversity” white.’ The University also pleaded supply offers hope that the end of institutionalized
of their staff. It seemed the perfect case for and demand to justify the pay differential, racism lies close at hand.
the Supreme Court, but supporters of affir- arguing that blacks are in far greater deMr. Waldman is a freshman who
mative action branded it an extreme and mand than whites for university faculties.
has not yet declared a major.
unusual case, not at all typical of a program Apparently they believe that free-market
they claim benefits us all.
principles can be invoked piecemeal as
In the eleventh hour, claiming that necessary.
“bad cases make bad laws,” a consortium
While
of PAC’s masquerading under the title of the Taxman
“civil rights” groups bought off Mrs. case
apTaxman to the tune of more than three peared purhundred thousand dollars. These groups, pose-made
known collectively as the Black Leader- to challenge
ship Forum, understood all too well the the constituthreat this case posed to their schemes. But tionality of a
while it first looked as if this high-stakes now unfair
bet paid off, a new case recently emerged system, this
that the Court may decide to hear in this new case
term—the same one Taxman was sched- p r e s e n t s
uled for—that in fact strikes even deeper to greater opthe heart of the matter.
portunities.
The University of Nevada, seeking to Many said
hire a professor for its sociology depart- that
the
ment, faced a final list of three candidates: T a x m a n
Mrs. Farmer, the plaintiff in this case; case was an
Johnson Makoba, a black immigrant from extreme cirUganda; and one other candidate. Mr. cumstance,
Makoba received the job. From the begin- but Farmer’s

The People v.
Affirmative Action
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NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE
I’m just trying to supress my natural impulses
and get back to work.
—Bill Clinton

The only way a reporter should look at a
politician is down.
—Vic Gold

The president really wants to be in a position to
satisfy people with his performance.
—Bill Clinton

Never get angry, never make a threat. Reason
with people.
—Vito Corleone

The Red New Deal with a Soviet seal
Endorsed by a Moscow hand,
The strange result of an alien cult
In a liberty-loving land.
—the Hearst newspapers

Money is better than poverty, if only for financial
reasons.
—Woody Allen

Get married, in any case. If you happen to get
a good mate, you will be happy; if a bad one,
you will become philosophical, which is a fine
thing in itself.
—Socrates

Whenever books are burned men also in the end
are burned.
—Heinrich Heine

A committee is a cul-de-sac down which ideas
are lured and then quietly strangled.
—Barnett Cocks

Peace, n. In international affairs, a period of
cheating between two periods of fighting.
—Ambrose Bierce

There is much to be said in favor of modern
journalism. By giving us the opinions of the
uneducated, it keeps us in touch with the
ignorance of the community.
—Oscar Wilde

The credibility of the United States will depend
more and more on its promotion of a genuine
culture of life, and on a renewed commitment
to building the world in which the weaker and
the most vulnerable are welcomed and
protected.
—Pope John Paul II
Let us not fall into the pernicious error that
multitude is divine because it is multitude.
—James A. Garfield
World War II was the last government program
that really worked.
—George F. Will
Lack of money is the root of all evil.
—George Bernard Shaw
Politics is the art of looking for trouble, finding
it everywhere, diagnosing it incorrectly, and
applying the wrong remedies.
—Groucho Marx
If there is anyone here whom I have not insulted
I beg his pardon.
—Johannes Brahms
The collection of any taxes which are not
absolutely required... is only a species of
legalized larceny.
—Calvin Coolidge
My thought is me; that is why I can’t stop. I
exist by what I think... and I can’t stop thinking.
—Jean-Paul Sartre
Nowadays, flattery wins friends, truth, hatred.
—Terence
The engine which drives Enterprise is not thrift
but profit.
—John Maynard Keynes
Heresy is what the minority believe; it is the
name given by the powerful to the doctrines of
the weak.
—Robert Ingersoll

An aristocracy in a republic is like a chicken
whose head has been cut off: it may run about
in a lively way, but in fact it is dead.
—Nancy Mitford
Liberty is its own reward.
—Woodrow Wilson
You only have power over people so long as
you don’t take everything away from them.
But when you’ve robbed a man of everything
he’s no longer in your power— he’s free
again.
—Alexander Solzhenitsyn
You show me a good and gracious loser, and
I’ll show you a failure!
—Knute Rockne
The man who walks alone is soon trailed by the
FBI.
—Wright Morris
Every day, people are straying away from
church and going back to God.
—Lenny Bruce
The public buys its opinions as it buys its meat
or takes in its milk on the principle that it is
cheaper to do this than to keep a cow. So it is,
but the milk is more likely to be watered.
—Samuel Butler
We have been God-like in our planned breeding
of our domesticated plants and animals, but we
have been rabbit-like in our unplanned breeding
of ourselves.
—Arnold Toynbee
The right to be heard does not automatically
include the right to be taken seriously.
—Hubert Humphrey

The United States is the only great and populous
nation-state and world power whose people are
not cemented by ties of blood, race, or original
language.
—Dorothy Thompson

Just as eating against one’s will is injurious to
health, so study without a liking for it spoils the
memory, and it retains nothing it takes in.
—Leonardo da Vinci
Lawyers as a group are no more dedicated to
justice or public service than a private utility is
dedicated to giving light.
—David Milinkoff
Education is simply the soul of a society as it
passes from one generation to another.
—G. K. Chesterton
The thing that impresses me most about America
is the way parents obey their children.
—Duke of Windsor
Gratitude is a debt which usually goes on
accumulating like blackmail; the more you
pay, the more is exacted.
—Mark Twain
I am waiting for them to prove that God is really
American.
—Lawrence Ferlinghetti
Freedom is an indivisible word. If we want to
enjoy it, and fight for it, we must be prepared to
extend it to everyone.
—Wendell L. Wilkie
Colleges are like old-age homes, except for the
fact that more people die in colleges.
—Bob Dylan
If you want government to get off your back
you’ve got to get your hands out of its
pocket.
—Dick Armey
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